As makers we all “design.” Since the word design is a noun, a verb and an adjective it relates to conception, planning and the description of both the process and result. Design is not something we talk about much as ceramists, in part it seems, because making things in clay is done as a direct experience and expression, while design always appears as a step removed from the making process.

Design takes place as object (noun) and action (verb) simultaneously in the conceptual process. I can design a “design” in my head, fly through processes, visuals, glazing options, and then conceptualize a piece in a matter of moments, but it is not yet communicated in the world of the senses in which others can participate.

As visual artists we make our expressive communication primarily through the sense of sight, while not excluding the others. That communication must have a means for it to pass to others. There must be a plan for that conceptual idea (or design) to manifest. One must find and use the right means of expression. To make the concept full, right, and true involves thousands of decisions to turn a conceptual design into an object.

Working at a potters’ wheel, the decisions of the design process are done as unified tactile, kinesthetic and visual activity. The decisions made while working on a potters wheel—make it taller, give the belly more volume, leave this alone, emphasize or elaborate this or that, etc.—are elements of visual design occurring in a moment-to-moment activity. In this making process, the results of the actions, decisions and observations are nearly immediate.

The word “design” is one that too often is interpreted to mean the reduction of elements toward the minimal. Design must be appropriate whether it is minimal or maximized. As makers, or designer-craftsmen-artists, we have the choice and opportunity to minimize or maximize elements to what is appropriate for the design, but from where does the sense of “appropriate” emanate, and why?

Human beings and human brains are pattern-matching mechanisms. That is how we learn: by imitation. Once a pattern appears as experience, there is an unconscious motion to match to pleasurable and successful patterns and eschew others. Within the realm of art, there is the tendency to duplicate patterns that exist or are known or experienced as standards of aesthetics.

Clary Illian quoted Bernard Leach as saying, “Followers of movements are always more doctrinaire than those that lead the movement” It would seem that he was commenting on “schools” of thought and action that grow up behind leaders of movements—the tendency to match the pattern of the leader.

While visiting Paul Soldner, he pointed to pots he made as a student of Peter Voulkos and said, “I call those ‘pots under the influence.’” So for a time, he matched the pattern of Voulkos and then moved on to a more personal expression. But how does one get to that more personal expression?

Each individual inherently is wired differently, filters stimuli differently, and consequently manifests a different expression. Beyond that, understanding in detail the internal wiring and filtering processes is the in-depth examination that follows the initial successes and pattern-matching tendency of the human learning
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A series of templates that define the various sections of a covered jar are glued together, filled with clay, and scraped to the appropriate profile with a custom-made rib. With this system, the form can be altered in several ways at every step in the design process.

"Ode to a Persian Mood," 14 in. (36 cm) in height, slip-cast porcelain, fired in an electric kiln to Cone 7.

process. One could try every kind of ceramic process of forming, glazing and firing. What would be common to them all, based on this understanding of “wiring and filtering”? It is an evaluation of the objective forms to uncover the sources in the maker that generated them. Which of the resulting pieces would most resonate with the maker, and why? Once one grasps this essential mechanism and understanding, it must be embraced. While this resonance can be most intimate and familiar, it can also be uncomfortable since it may exist outside existing patterns that are familiar and understandable to others.

For example, several elements comprise early life experiences that I resonated with and have come forward in the work. The mineral and butterfly collection at the local natural history museum and the geological formations in the Rocky Mountains imprinted sensibilities of shape, form, color, contrast in texture and surface, balance, asymmetry and incongruity. There were also projects involving paper cut-outs. It has been easy to identify these elements as they entered my work.

Later, seeing Minoan pots in Crete and Iznik tiles in Istanbul exposed me to a sense of form, decoration, color and beauty that was so primal that afterward it seemed as though I had just found my eyes and hands and a means to use them to make pottery. Ken Ferguson used to ask, “What do you do when the (creative) well runs dry?” “Find the source of the water,” was my reply, and that is what happened in Crete and Istanbul.

Slip casting had been a part of my working cycle in conjunction with throwing on the wheel. Eventually, I dedicated myself fully to understating every aspect of pottery through the use of molds. It was an exploration of the language, molds, pottery, use, form, decoration, color, lids, feet, spouts, glazes, all rooted in bringing to life work that resonated every interest of butterflies, minerals, strange colors, water, plants, use, celebration, food, environment, ambience and…. Design has to include or entertain all these elements in a necessary regurgitation of beauty. While I may not use all of these elements, to exclude any of them might exclude the essential component of the communication.

When I begin to design new pieces, rarely do I start with a formal idea. Rather it is a notion, yet often it’s not even that. I begin to fold and cut paper shapes and either leave them symmetrical or cut them further and reassemble them in random configurations. Sometimes just a section of a cutout is extrapolated for further elaboration. From a few dozen cutouts, very few of the shapes will suggest a form. Paper cutouts allow a drawn line to be carried into space, forming an outline of the resulting form. Further, it allows for an abstract and unforeseen result to occur while in the design process.

Depending on the scale of the cut-out shapes, different forms are possible. If it is short, a plate is possible; if it’s made wider, a serving platter; if taller, a bowl; if it has a lid and a foot, the bowl becomes a casserole; and if very tall, a vase could result from the shape. A photocopier is used to reduce and enlarge the shapes. Then I make a visual evaluation of the possible forms. I draw in space with my hands and fingers to begin to sense the scale, mass, volume and space of the pot. Should it be plumper, have a wider foot, or be exaggerated in this or that manner?
Templates are made from the cut-outs and assembled in an armature on which to form the prototype in soft clay. Always watching to see what I could not see before each moment, new choices arise, subtleties of form play until the prototype is a finished facsimile of the finished pot.

The mold is a tool like the potters wheel, both of which have inherent opportunities and limitations. My ideas about pots are generally forms that are irregular and out of round. Molds are useful in making pots in quantity and with a reasonable weight. Yet it is ideas that have driven my choice of molds and slip casting rather than the technology itself. So the making of the mold, like every other part of the process, is always made appropriate to the prototype, making as few pieces as possible. This has lead me to make innovations with molds, simply because I required the process to be as simple as possible, even if it has to be complex to work correctly.

Throughout the process I am looking forward and backward to see if there is a complimentary form suggested by the evolving prototype. How will the mold be made most simply? And I begin to see decoration and glazing possibilities and make notes and drawings about these options. All the while watching, observing and always anticipating magic. It occurs when I am no longer thinking but simply moving from instincts, notions and the “source” pouring through.

Glazing options are always temporary, mutable, inconclusive and ever varying. I wait until some notion of the surface appears. Sometimes it is weeks of walking around the studio looking at bisqueware. At other times, multiple solutions may appear in quick succession.

Molds are a language. As with any language you can write a technical manual or write poetry. I have always felt that the cold technicality of plaster and molds is not a limitation to them being used to express the lyrical notions of beauty that grow from the odd alchemy of my “wiring and filtering.” The role of the mold in design is a supporting one, but ideas are the script by which it must act.

Bringing everything to the design and making process is essential to the artistic statement and to the aesthetic experience of the viewer. To minimize the “design” would both deprive delight in the making process and deprive the viewer/user enjoyment in the resulting “performance.”
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